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In the 20th century, advances in radar, sonar, and
infrared sensors led to dramatic improvements in
the US Department of Defense’s (DoD’s) ability to
perceive and operate in physical domains. In the 21st
century, the DoD’s strategic center of gravity has
shifted from a strict focus on maintaining supremacy
in the physical domains toward including a focus
on understanding and operating in the sociocultural
domain. During US engagements in Iraq, Afghanistan,
and Africa, national and DoD leaders increasingly
emphasized the importance of gaining awareness and
making decisions based on a solid understanding of
the sociocultural domain. These leaders recognized
that cultural understanding and engagement not
only with allied and adversary governments, but also
with the varied ethnic, tribal, religious, and cultural
populations within individual countries, are critical
to achieving US strategic objectives. DoD thought
leaders, doctrine, and planning increasingly focused
on the importance of human geography, human
terrain, and sociocultural analysis and modeling.
As the US administration conducts the “Asia-Pacific
Rebalance,” the HSCB Modeling Program is positioned
to transition capabilities originally developed with
other regions of the world in mind to the US Pacific
Combatant Command (PACOM) area of command,
providing our diplomats, policy makers, and decision
makers with the integrated capabilities that will
provide insight into the attitudes, perceptions, and
intentions of citizens and leaders around the world.
As the administration pivots its attention toward the
East, the DoD must carefully examine its supporting
capabilities to ensure it is fully prepared to confront
the sociocultural implications of the new strategic
focus, and to better anticipate future directions and
national engagement. DoD has long and necessarily
focused on Irregular Warfare and Countering Violent
Extremism, and while it cannot de-emphasize support to forces in contact with the enemy, the slow
withdrawal from Afghanistan and the increased
focus toward Asia must cause it to investigate related
Continued on page 3
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Human Social Culture Behavior Modeling Program

Welcome
Welcome to the fourteenth issue of the Human Social Culture Behavior (HSCB)
Modeling Program newsletter. This issue focuses on science and technology
(S&T) challenges and investment areas, the operational need for sociocultural
behavior tools and data at our nation’s Combatant Commands (COCOMs), and
the ways that HSCB-funded technologies and methods can assist decision-makers
and warfighters involved in implementing US policy. We also review the Strategic
Multi-Layer Assessment (SMA) conference held in November and share some
details on the March 2013 US Pacific Command (PACOM) Science and
Technology Conference.
In one of our S&T focus articles, John Boiney addresses some of the underlying
research and technology challenges associated with monitoring the global
information environment to increase sociocultural understanding and anticipate, change, and plan for the appropriate
actions. David Day, Janet Wedgewood, Lance Ramshaw, and Stephen Shellman each offer their thoughts on one
particular method of monitoring the global information environment: sentiment analysis. This set of articles presents an
overview of sentiment analysis, describes three of the HSCB-funded efforts in this area, and reports on a recent assessment
of the Program’s sentiment analysis-focused research and engineering (R&E) efforts.
Shifting to the operational context, David Foster describes the continued need for HSCB-funded tools and data at US
Africa Command (AFRICOM), US Southern Command (SOUTHCOM), and PACOM in addressing the key mission
areas of these COCOMs, including regional stability, counterterrorism, and humanitarian assistance and disaster relief.
Barry Costa contributes an overview of Phase Zero operations, which focus on planning, analysis, and shaping activities,
and the ways in which sociocultural behavior tools and methods can address the needs of these activities. In another
article, Costa addresses the nation’s pivot to the Asia-Pacific region and the current and future need for sociocultural
behavior tools by diplomats, investors, and warfighters involved in this rebalancing.
Summer Allen highlights an upcoming COCOM S&T Conference at which several HSCB-funded performers are
participating in this conference, which will present opportunities for our researchers to directly engage with potential users.
I hope you enjoy this issue of the HSCB newsletter, and I look forward to seeing you at some of the upcoming conferences
we have listed in our Calendar of Events.
CAPT Dylan Schmorrow, MSC, USN, PhD
Deputy Director, Human Performance, Training and BioSystems Research Directorate
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Research and Engineering)
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Feature
Rebalancing Toward the Asia-Pacific:
Applications of Sociocultural Behavior Technology
capabilities. As background for improved
understanding of sociocultural behavior
in the future, it is important to understand
the strategic direction our national leaders
have charted for the country.
In the fall of 2011, the President issued “a
series of announcements indicating that
the United States would be expanding
and intensifying its already significant
role in the Asia- Pacific, particularly in the
southern part of the region.”1 Later that
year, Secretary of State Clinton clearly
stated the shift in national focus to the
Asia-Pacific region:
As the war in Iraq winds down
and America begins to withdraw
its forces from Afghanistan, the
United States stands at a pivot
point. Over the last 10 years, we
have allocated immense resources
to those two theaters. In the next
10 years, we need to be smart and
systematic about where we invest
time and energy, so that we put
ourselves in the best position to
sustain our leadership, secure our
interests, and advance our values.
One of the most important tasks of
American statecraft over the next
decade will therefore be to lock in a
substantially increased investment
—diplomatic, economic, strategic,
and otherwise—in the Asia-Pacific
region.2
In January of this year, Secretary of Defense
Panetta stated the imperative of engaging
with the Asia-Pacific region in the Defense
Strategic Guidance, specifically:
1 Pivot to the Pacific: The Obama
Administration’s “Rebalancing” Toward
Asia, Congressional Research Service,
7-5700, www.crs.gov R42448

2 “America’s Pacific Century,” Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton, Foreign Policy
magazine, November 2011, http://www.
foreignpolicy.com/articles/2011/10/11/
americas_pacific_century?print=yes&hideco
mments=yes&page=full, retrieved 10 Oct 2012

US economic and security interests are inextricably linked to
developments in the arc extending from the Western Pacific and
East Asia into the Indian Ocean
region and South Asia, creating
a mix of evolving challenges and
opportunities. Accordingly, while
the US military will continue to
contribute to security globally,
we will of necessity rebalance
toward the Asia-Pacific region.
Our relationships with Asian allies
and key partners are critical to the
future stability and growth of the
region. We will emphasize our
existing alliances, which provide
a vital foundation for Asia-Pacific
security. We will also expand our
networks of cooperation with
emerging partners throughout the
Asia-Pacific to ensure collective
capability and capacity for securing common interests.3
This past August, Deputy Secretary of
Defense Carter also emphasized the
importance of the Asia-Pacific region,
noting that the region
… has enjoyed an environment
of general peace and security
for more than 60 years, allowing
Japan to rise and prosper, then
Korea to rise and prosper, next
Southeast Asia to rise and prosper,
and now China, and in a very
different way India, to rise and
prosper. And yet none of this was
a foregone conclusion, when you
consider where the Asia-Pacific region was at the end of World War
II. As President Obama, Secretary
Clinton, and Secretary Panetta
have noted, the security and prosperity of this region was enabled
3 “Sustaining US Global Leadership:
Priorities for 21st Century Defense,” U.S.
Department of Defense, 3 Jan 2012, www.
defense.gov/news/Defense_Strategic_
Guidance.pdf, retrieved 10 Oct 2012

first and foremost by the enduring
principles the U.S. has stood for in
the region, and that we believe are
essential to peace, prosperity, and
security. 4
To ensure that DoD’s research and engineering (R&E) investments reflect its
strategic priorities and leading operational challenges, the Sociocultural Behavior
Research and Engineering (SBR&E) in the
DoD Context report calls for building
warfighter capabilities to:
 Understand sociocultural behavior
 Detect relevant sociocultural signals
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 Forecast events through persistent sensing of the sociocultural environment
 Mitigate impacts with measurable
courses of action grounded in the social
and behavioral sciences.
The HSCB Modeling Program has made
important strides toward addressing
these goals. SBR&E in the DoD Context
highlights the considerable success of
DoD sociocultural behavior R&E and
indicates a number of areas where further
work could best build on the strong foundation created by HSCB efforts.5 Those
areas are distilled into ten core recommendations, which include the need to
research and engineer a social radar capability – a global and persistent indications
and warnings capability consisting of
integrated technologies for detecting and
monitoring operationally relevant sociocultural behavior signatures. Emerging
social radar technologies allow us
4 The U.S. Strategic Rebalance to Asia: A
Defense Perspective
As Delivered by Deputy Secretary of Defense
Ashton B. Carter, New York City, NY,
Wednesday, August 01, 2012
5 Office of the US Secretary of Defense
(2011). Sociocultural Behavior Research and
Engineering in the Department of Defense
Context. http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/
fulltext/u2/a549230.pdf
Continued on next page
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Challenges of Balancing Phase Zero Operations
Human Social Culture Behavior Modeling Program

Barry Costa
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As the United States increasingly focuses on non-kinetic missions
and DoD’s “pivot to the Pacific,” we find ourselves engaged in
Phase Zero operations: planning, analysis, and shaping activities that lay the foundation for initiatives in new areas. In these
operations, the need to detect, monitor, and influence allies,
foreign populations, and adversaries is greater than ever. Events
such as the “Arab Spring” and the unrest following release of the
“Innocence of Muslims” film underline the need for the United
States and its allies to reliably monitor the global information
environment so that we can build sociocultural understanding,
anticipate change, and plan for appropriate action regarding
those with whom we should engage – all elements of Phase Zero.
As we slowly draw down the kinetic conflict in Afghanistan
and focus increasingly on non-kinetic activities, the United
States and its allies and partners need additional capacity to
understand, track, anticipate the effects of, or react effectively
to the kinds of communication that feed large-scale unrest, and
to understand and exploit the relationship between non-kinetic
messaging and effective deterrence. We have so far found it
difficult to identify causal relationships between the issuance
or demonstration of non-kinetic messages – whether speeches,
documents, port calls, or other “messages,” and actions occurring “on the ground,” and even more difficult to attribute
activities and outcomes to US actions.
Conventional Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR)
and Indications and Warnings (I&W) methods and tools were designed to detect physical objects and movements. By themselves,
they cannot provide indications prior to an insurrection, insight

into how extremist rhetoric may be radicalizing youth around
the world, knowledge about emerging popular movements, the
ability to forecast the next “Arab Spring,” or a comprehensive
view of the effectiveness of our deterrence actions. We need a
21st century ISR, a Social Radar, that can identify “tripwires” to
inform analysts about rapidly emerging situations and allow for
the development and exploration of courses of action that are
relevant to Phase Zero and may aid in deterring adversaries. The
HSCB Modeling Program has been developing technologies to
support our nation’s shift to a Phase Zero focus and the development of a Social Radar for the past few years.
Research funded by the HSCB Program addresses a range of activities that will help support our nation’s Phase Zero efforts. For
example, the HSCB Program addresses the development of tools
and methods that give end-users the ability to detect and monitor
strategic adversary narratives, even in the midst of deception,
and to mitigate such adversary influence across the globe. The
Program also supports research on sentiment analysis; the articles
on pages 5–8 in this issue describe some of these programs and
tools. The results of this work demonstrate that traditional sensors, supplemented by current and emerging technologies that
detect expression of sentiment in open source and social media
data, can potentially enable analysts to identify breakpoints that
signal major sentiment shifts likely to influence the behavior of
populations or governments. These tools can give us insight into
the actions of our adversaries and the effectiveness of our messaging, preparing us to engage more effectively in non-kinetic
shaping, planning, and analysis activities.

Rebalancing Toward the Asia-Pacific:
Applications of Sociocultural Behavior Technology
Continued from previous page

to monitor, model, and predict the
emergence of national or subnational instability, the spread of violent extremism,
and deceptive practices in cyberspace, or
to monitor the spread of strategic influence. Key HSCB thought leaders in this
domain include Lockheed Martin, The
MITRE Corporation, the University of
Chicago, Arizona State University, and
Perceptronics Solutions. Working both
separately and collaboratively, they are
developing the capabilities necessary to
support the rebalance.

DoD is just at the beginning of developing a full sociocultural behavior
capability. While the HSCB Program
has performed excellent work to date,
much remains to be done, especially with
respect to forecasting. DoD’s experience
with the Worldwide Integrated Crisis
Early Warning System (W-ICEWS) demonstrates that despite the challenges, it
is possible to forecast effectively in some
sociocultural domains. The DoD must
now focus its sociocultural R&E efforts
on: 1) working to adapt and transition

existing sociocultural behavior tools and
technologies that were tailored for use
in other regions so that they can be used
in the Asia-Pacific, 2) developing new
efforts specifically tailored to the AsiaPacific region, and 3) developing tools
and methods that are culture-neutral and
can easily be adapted for future pivots to
other regions of the world.

Overview of the HSCB Program’s Sentiment
Analysis Assessment Process
David Day
Until recently the various technologies developed within the
HSCB Modeling Program have attempted to infer indirectly how
people feel about their world, basing the inferences on population
actions reported on in the media or – with significant time lags –
on data sets collected by governments and and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs). The introduction of sentiment analysis
tools and methods into the HSCB portfolio promises to change
this somewhat unsatisfactory approach, enabling the voices
found in open source publications around the world to serve as
additional direct indicators for detecting, tracking, and forecasting significant socio-political changes.

How well can these automated tools, so recently developed, actually identify the sentiments and emotions of populations around
the globe, with their myriad cultural contexts and regional and
local actors and issues? A critical step in developing any new
technology is to assess the performance of systems to ensure that
they are picking up on real “signals” and that their accuracy is
improving with continuing investment and effort. These systems
should be tested on real data captured “in the wild”: the kinds of
unstructured open source media channels that will be available
and typical when a sentiment analysis system is operational,
deployed, and providing useful analyses to decision makers.

Sentiment analysis is a relatively new technology area and the
tools have so far not undergone significant technical evaluation. Much of the recent commercial investment, and some of
the research community’s data and evaluations, have tended to
focus on the commercial applications of the technology, where
the “targets” of sentiment (e.g., products or services) are detected
relatively easily by virtue of the data structure. For example, one
can assume that customer comments submitted on a corporate
Facebook page used to promulgate a company’s latest version of
a gadget refer to this product. Further, in the commercial context
it is relatively unimportant to identify the individuals who are
expressing their opinion (except for some of their generic demographic properties, such as income level, etc.). This is often not
the case when socio-political issues are reported, discussed, and
debated in regional news outlets or even in social media.

The HSCB Modeling Program conducted a Summer 2012 assessment of the sentiment analysis capabilities currently funded by
the Program. The assessment team focused on an important and
timely policy that is actively being pursued and debated on the
world stage: the administration’s “Pivot to the Pacific.” Under this
policy, also known as the Asia-Pacific Rebalance, the United States’
economic, diplomatic, and military focus and investments will
increasingly turn toward the countries of the Western Pacific Rim.
To perform the assessment, the team collected news reports and
interviews from publications in a number of key regional countries, such as China, Japan, Singapore, the Philippines, India, and
Vietnam, and distributed them to the performers participating
in the assessment activity.
Continued on next page
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Lockheed Martin Sentiment Analysis
Human Social Culture Behavior Modeling Program

Mike Baylor and Janet E. Wedgwood
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Overview of the HSCB Program’s
Sentiment Analysis Assessment
Process
Continued from previous page

These texts presented significant hurdles for the sentiment
analysis prototypes. While almost all the articles mentioned
the “pivot” policy, not all of them referred to the policy by that
recognizable phrase, but instead used terms related to one or
more of its constituent policy elements, such as “the increased
military presence in the Asia-Pacific region.”
Further, the articles presented the systems with a question,
difficult even for well-informed human readers to answer,
regarding the scope of the topic. In this case, the systems had
to determine whether a particular narrow issue, such as the
territorial waters of nations bordering the South China Sea,
could properly be considered to fall within the purview of
this announced US pivot policy, or whether it constituted a
distinct issue/topic (albeit related). Does it matter that the issue
predates the announced policy shift? The ability of sentiment
analysis systems to deal with these kinds of questions in the
context of the many different kinds of data that will be available
is important if HSCB performers wish to develop automated
indicators and visualizations to aid decision makers in tracking
regional sentiment about a particular topic, person, or issue – in
this case, the pivot policy.
The individual assessment results were shared with each of
the individual performer teams, as well as the HSCB Modeling
Program management team. The results indicate that the
various techniques employed are interestingly diverse and
show both great promise and room for continued growth and
development.
This sentiment analysis assessment was an initial, time-limited
probe, intended to pulse ongoing research and development,
explore diverse approaches and how they vary when addressing a common, difficult analytical task, and help draw lessons
for future evaluations of this technology. Future evaluations of
the Program’s sentiment analysis tools could build on the data,
methodology, and insights gained from this initial assessment.
Drawing on insights and requirements gleaned from performer teams, end-users, and other relevant experts, an open
community-wide evaluation of sentiment analysis could create
a watershed moment when data, users, and systems reach a
new level of clarity and capability.

Events such as the Middle East uprisings generate a massive
and potentially immensely valuable amount of open source
data. Under the iSENT program, funded by the HSCB Modeling
Program, Lockheed Martin Information Systems and Global
Solutions is developing an open source data analytics framework
to provide intelligence analysts with tools for exploiting this data
to understand regional trends and sentiment and predict threats
from both groups and individuals. The program seeks to mature
the state of the art in social media analysis, conduct experiments
with operational organizations, transition the capabilities for
operational use by intelligence analysts and desk officers, and
integrate with the Worldwide Integrated Crisis Early Warning
System (W-ICEWS) and the Integrated Strategic Planning and
Analysis Network (ISPAN).
One primary analytical function supported by iSENT is sentiment
analysis of topics, messages, people, organizations and locations
of interest. iSENT provides automated analytic processing that
enables the user to quickly track sentiment anomalies or trends
in large data sets and discern indicators of changes in stability or
public dissatisfaction with leaderships, organizations, individuals
or events.
iSENT offers a customizable data processing pipeline that aggregates data from publicly available data sources. Natural language
processing software detects named entities such as people, places,
and organizations. The iSENT tools then apply additional processing such as removal of duplicates, stop words, and punctuation.
iSENT sentiment analysis of English and Spanish leverages two
models, one for articles (documents and blogs) and one for notes
(Twitter), necessitated by the differences in content and structure
of articles and notes. These models are based on the OpenNLP
Maximum Entropy Model. Third-party sentiment analysis tools
can also be integrated into the iSENT framework.
The iSENT team has developed a repeatable process that: a)
ensures that the resulting sentiment scoring makes sense to the
analysts who will use it in their decision making; b) provides forecast modelers with validated data; and c) gives insights into the
features that contribute heavily toward the sentiment. The team
applies hand-coding guidelines and a feature gain formula that
support these qualities to validate ground truth used for training.
Our first sentiment classification models were trained using categorized open source movie and product reviews. These models
exhibited low accuracy, precision, and recall against representative iSENT data. We significantly improved model performance
by augmenting the training set with domain relevant content that
was manually coded following our guidelines. We are currently
exploiting the feature gain formula to generate an improved
training feature set. iSENT is currently being field tested by the
US Pacific Command (PACOM) and US Southern Command
(SOUTHCOM).

Stephen M. Shellman
Strategic Analysis Enterprises (SAE), Inc., has developed a sophisticated sentiment extraction engine that can analyze media
content and extract the evokers of sentiment expressions, the
reactors, the issue(s) toward which the sentiment is directed,
and the context (historical, future, potential) and intensity of the
expression. These data can be aggregated and visualized in nearreal time as customizable trends to assess the multi-directional
flow of sentiment expressions among multiple actors and issues.
In our approach, dyadic sentiment expressions by one actor or
agent toward another actor or agent are expressed as an octuplet:
Sentiment = (reactor, evoker, sentiment expression, issue, date,
sentiment direction, sentiment magnitude, modality)
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The engine captures multiple types of sentiment, including:
 Dyadic sentiment: sentiment expressed by one entity toward
one or more actors/issues.
 Reactor-monadic sentiment: sentiment expressed toward no
specific actor or issue (i.e., “The President was angry when he
left.”). We know the reactor but not the evoker.
 Evoker-monadic sentiment: sentiment usually expressed by
the article or blog posting author (“President Johnson is a dirty
rat!”). We know the evoker, and we assume the reactor is the
author.
We designed our system to respond to sentence structure, not
just vocabulary. Doing so has several benefits. First, it allows us to
disambiguate reactors/evokers. Second, some sentiment expressions will be either reactor-monadic, evoker-monadic, or dyadic;
others can take any of these forms. For example, the evoker may
disappoint the reactor; the evoker can disappoint; the reactor
can be disappointed with/by/in the evoker; the reactor may be
disappointed. We utilize an extensive framework for evaluating multiple dimensions of the output, rather than just subject/
object/verb triples.
The figures on the right depict bi-directional expression of sentiments, aggregated by several key countries that have featured
prominently in discussions of Iran’s nuclear program. Each of
these sentiments was coded within the context of the “Iran’s
nuclear program” issue area.
Our approach to sentiment expression was motivated by the
desire to provide several benefits to the end user, including:
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Strategic Analysis Enterprises
(SAE), Inc. Sentiment Analysis
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 Reducing the costs of assessing the effects of US activities on
popular sentiments around the world
 Placing a timely, fully customizable collection of popular
sentiment directly in the hands of analysts
 Freeing analysts from the burdens of being “data collectors”
so they can concentrate on analysis and course of action
development/assessment
 Giving users a web-based graphical user interface to monitor data as trends as they are collected and aggregated, fed
into existing analytical models (i.e., the crisis forecasting
models in the Worldwide Integrated Crisis Early Warning
System), or incorporated into any other model selected by
the analyst/end user
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Sentiment Detection at Raytheon
BBN Technologies
Lance Ramshaw
Several HSCB-funded programs focus on the important task of
detecting sentiment (or perception) on a topic in a geographical
region. Sentiment detection products exist for web reviews, where
the target and holder of the sentiment are stated in metadata, and
for Twitter, with its severe length constraints. By contrast, news
and blogs present a research challenge for automatically detecting sentiment, including the sentiment holder, and the topic. The
Speech, Language, and Multimedia Business Unit of Raytheon
BBN Technologies is addressing this challenge under the HSCB
Modeling Program-sponsored Bias Detection and Ranking effort.
Because of the massive volume of information that can be collected, BBN technology first identifies passages on a topic(s) of
interest using BBN’s semantic retrieval engine, the High Precision
High Recall (HPHR) system. HPHR compares the who did what
to whom propositions on a topic of interest to the propositions of
each sentence in the collected text. When an analyst is interested
in a particular target topic and/or holder, such as “reactions
by Asian leaders to the assassination of Bin Laden,” the HPHR
system rapidly identifies relevant passages within a large corpus
by considering alternate wording, resolving pronouns and other
references, and accounting for alternate spellings.
Given a relevant passage, a trained statistical learning algorithm
then detects sentiment expressions and identifies whether the
sentiment is positive or negative. To provide training data for the
model, BBN has annotated examples extracted from news and
blogs for sample target queries. The annotators mark targets and
holders, sentiment levels, and also sentiment-indicating “support
words” in each example; careful guideline development has been
required to achieve good levels of inter-annotator agreement. A
Support Vector Machine (SVM) model is then used to identify
patterns of sentiment expression. Support word features include
those found in the training data, in other sentiment corpora,
and through generalization from those training examples using
automatically clustered words. Other features capture syntactic
connections between the target and support words.
A demonstration of the baseline capability takes an analyst’s
query and displays the list of relevant passages found in the
corpus, highlights holders and targets, and provides counts of
positive and negative sentiment instances, optionally grouped
by date and region. Closely related passages are clustered to
allow summary of similar sentiment expressions and optional
drill-down to each instance. In the future, BBN plans to use the
technology to automatically identify sentiment about a person or
organization and sentiment expressions by entity as part of an
automatically compiled profile of an entity.
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US Pacific Command Science
and Technology Conference
Summer Allen
The MITRE Corporation and Lockheed Martin will host
a demonstration booth on behalf of the HSCB Modeling
Program at the 2013 US Pacific Command (PACOM) Science
and Technology (S&T) Conference. The conference will take
place March 5–8, 2013, in Honolulu, Hawaii. The booth will
feature two of the HSCB Program’s most successful and dynamic investments: Lockheed Martin’s Worldwide Integrated
Crisis Early Warning System (W-ICEWS), and MITRE’s
prototype of the Social Radar concept. Participating in the
PACOM S&T Conference will allow these HSCB performers
to connect directly with potential users, to demonstrate to
observers and stakeholders of the sociocultural development
community that impactful technologies are possible, and to
highlight some remaining research and development topics
that must be addressed.
The booth will also showcase a selection of the HSCB
Program’s smaller efforts, all of which have direct relevance to
the PACOM mission. These demonstrations will include:
 Lustick Consulting’s Virtual Strategic Analysis and
Forecasting Tool (V-SAFT) agent-based modeling system,
which seeks to provide commanders with the capacity to
monitor the velocity, scope, and magnitude of change in politically fragile societies, as well as enhance responsiveness
to unfolding events by presenting plausible and possible
futures given a range of policy and contextual factors.
 Perceptronics Solutions’ Courses of Action Analysis by
Integration and Decision and Social Influence Modeling
with Multi-Agent System Technology (CADSIM) agentbased modeling engine, intended to give commanders
and their staffs new capabilities for analyzing the impact
of sociocultural factors in determining optimal courses of
action for hybrid threat operations and irregular warfare.
 Strategic Analysis Enterprises, Inc. Sub-Regional Modeling
statistical models, designed to help commanders and analysts to better understand conditions that foment violence
and instability at the sub-regional/provincial levels, to
arm commanders and their staffs with information about
where and when such events will take place, and to help
commanders plan and posture their resources.
 University of Chicago/Argonne National Labs’ vmSTRAT
agent-based modeling engine, which offers methods and
tools for the analysis of strategic international conflicts
using interactive, multi-scale templates of social, political,
economic, and psychological interactions.
 Lockheed Martin’s iSENT sentiment analysis engine, affiliated with the Worldwide Integrated Crisis of Early Warning
System project, which seeks to provide commanders and
analysts with state-of-the-art social media collection, analysis, and predictive and advanced modeling capabilities.

Feature
Sentiment Analysis for the HSCB Modeling Program
David Day

The elements of sentiment
Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion
mining, attempts to detect the attitude (sentiment polarity, emotion, affect, political
or ideological affinity, etc.) of individuals
or groups (the opinion holder) relative to a
stimulus (the target) as expressed by or
attributed to the opinion holders in some
linguistic form (text or speech).
Some aspects of sentiment analysis
have become more or less standard, but
automated sentiment analysis remains
a fast-moving area of technology. New
developments aid analysts in characterizing sentiments and establishing
their relationship to other information
elements of a text. While most sentiment
analysis can distinguish among positive,
negative, and neutral sentiment, some
approaches establish a more fine-grained
continuum of sentiment intensity, and
others add different categories of emotion
or affect. (See the articles by Mike Baylor
and Janet Wedgewood, Lance Ramshaw,
and Stephen Shellman on pages 6 - 8, for
example). Just as new systems can extract
useful data from various “modalities” of
factual information, systems may attempt
to detect other sorts of qualifiers that may
pertain to sentiment. Is a sentiment being
asserted or merely predicted or perhaps
questioned? Is it intense or attenuating?

These aspects of sentiment analysis have
not been standardized, and probably will
not be for a while.

Technical approaches
An important distinguishing aspect of
sentiment is that it is subjective. Sentiment
captures an individual’s (or group’s) attitude about a target; it does not objectively
describe that target. This can be a subtle
and difficult distinction for automated
systems (and sometimes even for human
readers) to detect, since many objective
facts or events carry an emotional weight
that is almost universally felt.
To date, four main techniques have been
used to automate the detection and analysis of sentiment: (1) information retrieval
relevance metrics, (2) statistical classifiers,
(3) lexical signatures, and (4) statistical
and/or rule-based sequence models following natural language processing (NLP)
practices. Any one system may use a
hybridized mixture of these approaches.
The first two techniques pre-process
the text to be assigned a sentiment
polarity value into a distribution of
words (unigrams) or adjacent words
(n-grams) in the document. Information
Retrieval Methods (IR) then employ
relevance measures that compare this
distribution of word n-grams against a
set of previously compiled distributions
derived from documents that have been
manually categorized as expressing a
particular sentiment (say, positive or
negative). In some cases the sentiment
categories may be combined with a
more domain-specific topic, so that the
classification does double-duty, such as
“positive sentiment towards increased
real-estate taxes” vs. “negative sentiment
towards increased real-estate taxes.” One
of the advantages of these techniques is
that they are extremely general, and are
very amenable to working in different
languages. The main initial investment
required simply covers collection of
documents containing known sentiment
characteristics.

Statistical classifiers employ roughly
the same representation of the incoming
texts as IR methods, but incorporate a
parameterized function to assign each
document to a category. The parameters
of this function are established through
a machine learning algorithm. This
technique has the same advantages and
similar infrastructure requirements as
the IR technique. Statistical training often
lead to better performance than can be
achieved with the non-parameterized
relevance metric used in the IR approach, since the parameters come from
examining the representative training
documents. Thus, the algorithms can
tease apart the specific terms that best
indicate sentiment class assignment.
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Sentiment analysis has become a significant area of research and development
(R&D) within the Human Social Culture
Behavior (HSCB) Modeling Program. This
development is driven by the recognition
that such analysis offers a valuable type of
measurable information, which in some
cases represents a more direct leading indicator of regional opinion than some of
the other data on which the HSCB models
have been forced to rely. Furthermore,
advanced technology is opening up new
opportunities to derive sentiment indicators from more voluminous, diverse, and
timely data sources, such as social media,
blogs, and global news and editorial
sources that are increasingly amenable to
24-hour automatic collection.

The lexical signatures approach uses
carefully designed word and phrase lists
associated with particular sentiments
to assess the likelihood that an incoming document will fall into one of the
identified categories. Determining the
sentiment then proceeds by computing
the relative or absolute counts of these
words/phrases in a particular document. This approach requires a slightly
larger investment than the previous
classifier approaches, since the system
developer must construct a list of words
and phrases that are strongly associated
with sentiments and emotions of various
kinds. Building such lists requires considerable care, and may involve employing
automated or semi-automated methods
to arrive at a set of lexicons that meet the
performance requirements desired.
The fourth approach is to identify sentiment expressions and their targets by
utilizing a more-or-less standard “pipeline” of natural language processing
(NLP) elements to perform such tasks as
part-of-speech tagging, sentence chunking or parsing, and phrase extraction.
Such NLP approaches exploit the specific
ordering of words within the document
to uncover their syntactic relationships,
which the NLP tools can then use to help
Continued on page 12
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Information Volume and Velocity (IV2)
Daniel J. Kasmierski
OSD Science and Technology Advisor, US Africa Command
Our Combatant Commands (COCOMs) regularly face challenges associated with large streams of incoming social media data. The high
volume of electronic communications (e.g., tweets, YouTube, blogs,
and forums) makes it difficult for COCOMs to establish baseline levels
of communication-related behaviors before, during, and after crisis
situations. Strategic decision-making is hampered by the lack of baseline
behavioral data coupled with our inability to process large amounts of
incoming social media data in near real-time. Combatant Commanders
need to be aware of the social media environment in order to apply the
environmental data to the decision-making processes for various mission areas, including Strategic Communications, Operations, and public
affairs. Information Volume and Velocity (IV2) will help address these
problems by providing COCOMs and their components with the capability to discover, ingest, parse, filter, and visualize social media data
gleaned from the worldwide web so that analysts can perform pattern
recognition and detect key trends. Some of the analysis and modeling capabilities provided by IV2 could use applications funded and supported
by the Human Social Culture Behavior (HSCB) Modeling Program.
IV2’s objective is to provide users with a capability to perform both data
discovery and processing that enables analysts to identify and visualize
patterns, trends and changes in publicly-available information over time
and space and enhances decision-making processes. The project will deliver a system (hardware, software, and support package) that provides
accurate and actionable information to support the strategic decisionmaking process. The system will have the following characteristics:
 Provide open-source technologies, including data collection and data
mining tools, enterprise search platforms, and visualization/graphical
information system (GIS)-compatible tools
 Accessible cloud-based, global, multi-lingual, continuous data search
and collection, sorting, and analysis applications
 Provide data discovery tools for personal and mainstream media that
includes multi-lingual text, audio, and video content with geo-location
data, if available
 Web-based analytics dashboard, tailorable to user preferences that
enables analysts to determine a baseline of media behavior before,
during, and after a crises occurs and to analyze the significance of
elevated post-crisis media activity
Additionally, the IV2 application will be accessible at multiple
Department of Defense levels to include the Defense Information Systems
Agency (DISA) Enterprise “App Store,” Service level through the
Defense Common Ground System-Navy (DCGS-N) and DCGS-Army,
and at the component level. Cloud-based system technology will be also
be utilized and leveraged to aid data discovery, processing, filtering, and
visualization functions; this will alleviate unnecessary infrastructure
requirements to the warfighter.
In the end, the IV2 project, once transitioned, provides a cutting edge
technology to the warfighter and others that is a web-based, multilingual, full spectrum, social media capability for operators and analysst
to support their respective missions in both a reactive and proactive way
during a crisis situation.
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Strategic Multi-Layer
Assessment Conference
Liz Lyon
On November 6th – 8th, the annual Strategic Multi-Layer
Assessment (SMA) conference, held at Joint Base Andrews,
brought together Department of Defense researchers, operators, and analysts to focus on this year’s conference theme
- A World in Transformation: Challenges and Opportunities.
The conference featured a number of panel sessions, each
focusing on distinct technical and operational topics. The
Geographical Commands were present, sharing their
pressing needs and providing feedback on the research
and development (R&D) activities presented during the
conference.
One panel of relevance to those involved in sociocultural behavior R&D featured Dr. Dan Plafcan (Office of
the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence), CAPT
Dylan Schmorrow (program manager for the Human Social
Culture Behavior Modeling Program), Ms. Nicole Sponaugle
(Defense Intelligence Agency), and Dr. David Adesnik
(Institute for Defense Analysis). These panel members participated in a discussion focusing on the social sciences and
their role in supporting future national security challenges.
Dr. Plafcan, the panel moderator, asked panel members
to discuss how best to implement effective sociocultural
capabilities that meet the requirements of commanders,
staffs, and policymakers at all levels of the DoD; how best
to institutionalize sociocultural knowledge, concepts, methods, analysis, and tools throughout the Defense Intelligence
Enterprise (DIE); how to strategically coordinate the development and implementation of sociocultural capabilities,
particularly analytical capabilities and programs; how to
share information about ongoing activities and best practices
and to promote synchronization, collaboration, and integration; and how to institutionalize sociocultural knowledge,
methods, analysis, and tools throughout the DIE.
During the panel discussion, CAPT Schmorrow noted
that significant research and engineering investments in
the sociocultural behavior domain provide opportunities
to connect theories, tools, and technologies into coherent
capability packages oriented to operational challenges
across four capability areas: Understand, Detect, Forecast,
and Mitigate. A full discussion of the progress being made
in the sociocultural behavior domain, along with recommendations for future DoD sociocultural behavior R&D
investments, with a specific focus on the Understand,
Detect, Forecast, and Mitigate capability areas, can be found
in the Sociocultural Behavior Research and Engineering in the
Department of Defense Context1 (2011) publication, produced
by the HSCB Program.
1 Schmorrow, D. (2011). Sociocultural Behavior Research and
Engineering in the Department of Defense Context, DTIC
Accession Number: ADA549230, http://www.dtic.mil

Feature
The Continuing Need for HSCB Tools and
Data in AFRICOM, SOUTHCOM, and PACOM
The need for sociocultural understanding across the US Africa
Command (AFRICOM), US Southern Command (SOUTHCOM),
and US Pacific Command (PACOM) theatres has never been
higher. Across these Combatant Commands (COCOMs), regional and sub-regional conflicts spring up, localized insurgent
groups as well as those linked to Al Qaeda operate, and natural
disasters and humanitarian crises continue to strike. Fortunately,
significant advances in the capabilities of human, social, cultural,
and behavioral (HSCB) technologies increase the ability to understand, detect, forecast, and respond to sociocultural issues and
dynamics. Additionally, as more of the world’s population comes
online and engages in social networking activities such as blogging and using social media, the data available for understanding
the sentiment and social dynamics in previously inaccessible
areas increases. This results partly from improvements in natural
language processing and translation technologies that have diminished the language barriers that once hindered use of foreign
language open-source data in these theatres and partly from the
development of methods and tools that help us to detect and
understand the perceptions, attitudes, opinions, and sentiments
intentionally and unintentionally communicated via social media.
Security challenges across these COCOMs, particularly AFRICOM
and SOUTHCOM, come in three main forms: insurgent and terrorist activity, border and intrastate conflicts, and humanitarian and
natural disasters. The ability to detect, and in some cases forecast,
regional or intrastate crises is essential to rapid formulation of effective policy responses. Border disputes such as those between North
Sudan and South Sudan in Africa or the clashes over the ownership
over the group of small islands in the East China Sea referred to as
the Senkakus by Japan and the Diaoyus by China usually begin
as posturing and shows of strength before escalating. COCOMs
can use HSCB tools and data to gain a better understanding of the
changing nature of local and regional friction points and dynamics
that might touch off a larger military conflict.
With each conflict or friction point, it is essential to determine the
level of popular support for each side. In some cases the conflicts
are driven by top-down forces where leaders operate without
much public support; in others, popular support for the issue
drives leaders to initiate a conflict or escalate the situation. Local
media often report on the dynamics underlying these conflicts
before the conflict makes international headlines. This opens
a window of opportunity for technologies that can ingest and
analyze open-source information to predict future conflict trends.
However, particularly in the Pacific, it is difficult to know whether
public actions such as protests are spontaneous or orchestrated
by a state for its own propaganda purposes.
Apart from the instability caused by local or regional militant
groups, Al Qaeda and its affiliate groups, as well as other terrorist organizations, remain active within the COCOMs’ areas of

responsibility. Tracking levels of popular support for groups such
as Al Shabab in Somalia, Boko Haram in Nigeria, and the Lord’s
Resistance Army in northern Uganda, is critical to formulating
strategies to counter these organizations. HSCB tools and data
can be used both to understand the appeal of these groups to
the local population and to provide opportunities for countering
their narratives through strategic messaging.
Organized crime and narcotics and human trafficking organizations are also active across all three COCOMs discussed here.
HSCB tools can be useful to understand their networks and
their effects on the population. These criminal organizations
often increase local corruption, undermine the legitimacy of the
government and its law enforcement apparatus, and further
destabilize already fragile political and social systems.
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David Foster

Supporting humanitarian assistance and disaster relief operations are important aspects of operations in all three COCOMs.
With the increased emphasis on PACOM’s area of responsibility as a result of the recent “Asia Pacific Rebalance,” providing
humanitarian assistance to Pacific nations is of renewed interest.
HSCB tools and data can assist in determining the extent of crises
such as earthquakes, floods, and shortages of critical supplies
such as food, water, shelter and medicine. Advanced modeling
techniques can help to track the movement of internally and externally displaced persons and the effects of demographic shifts
and population migrations. The COCOMs can use other technologies to analyze the effectiveness of crisis responses by the United
States, other nations, and non-governmental organizations and to
coordinate relief activities by the international community.
In support of all three mission areas – regional stability, counterterrorism, and humanitarian assistance and disaster relief – HSCB
tools and techniques can play a key role in training programs that
increase the cultural understanding and effectiveness of US forces
operating in these regions. Cultural training programs that increase awareness of cultural differences, support better relations
with host and partner militaries, and better explain population
dynamics serve as force multipliers in all COCOM mission areas.
In summary, HSCB technologies and the data they utilize make
important contributions to the efforts of AFRICOM, SOUTHCOM,
and PACOM. Across the COCOMs, regional and intrastate conflicts are likely to continue and the presence and impact of local
and Al Qaeda-affiliated insurgent groups remain troublesome.
The effects of organized crime, narcotics and human trafficking
groups, and corruption will probably continue to amplify instability as well. Finally, the need to detect, forecast, and mitigate
humanitarian disasters and other crises in order to ensure rapid
and effective response continues unabated. HSCB tools and data
can aid the COCOMs in all of these areas, in addition to supporting the cultural training and cultural awareness of our forces.
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Sentiment Analysis for the HSCB Modeling Program
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Continued from page 9

identify the different components and roles
within the sentiment analysis (such as
opinion holder, polarity, targets, etc.). While
these tools can also be trained from manually annotated data, they tend to be highly
language-specific, and each of the pipelined
elements must be tuned to the data being
processed, so there can be a larger investment needed to extend these approaches to
new languages and/or genres.
Initiatives both within and outside the
HSCB Modeling Program are pursuing all
of these techniques in one way or another.
Much exploration is still needed to identify
the advantages and disadvantages of these
techniques in terms of their performance and
their ability to be customized for particular
tasks and particular processing contexts.

Why not just buy it?
Many companies currently offer sentiment analysis products. Why should the
HSCB Modeling Program invest in this
area of R&D when tools are already commercially available?

With very few exceptions, the offerings
in the commercial world are designed to
measure consumer views on products
and services—views expressed using
terms and phrases quite different from
those used to express sociocultural
sentiments. Companies are performing
considerable research to address ways
of building domain-specific sentiment
vocabularies and phraseologies. Some of
these techniques rely on unsupervised
training algorithms to reduce the amount
of human effort needed. Even these efforts are dominated by investigations of
switching from reviews of one product
category to another; little is published on
applying these methods to editorials or
other content that is rich in the expression
of sociocultural sentiments.
A greater challenge centers on structural
differences between the commercial and
government contexts. One difference
arises because determining the target of
sentiment is often irrelevant for commercial applications, where distinct products
and services are identified in unambiguous

ways by the structure of the web site itself
(e.g., comments posted to Facebook or
YouTube pages). Furthermore, determining consumer views about a product does
not require identification of the particular
opinion holder. Indeed, most tools treat
opinion holders as essentially anonymous
entities expressing their own views, with
the result that commercial systems do not
usually offer capabilities for characterizing individuals. By contrast, in documents
that express socio-political sentiment the
author—whether the newspaper editorialist or the individual blogger—often
attributes particular views and attitudes
to other actors.
Even this very limited discussion of sentiment analysis indicates both the value
and the technical challenges associated
with research and engineering in this area.
Sentiment analysis applied to the kinds of
sociocultural and political issues that decision makers need to track and understand
clearly merits the efforts fostered by the
HSCB Program.

Calendar
Date

Event

Location

Website

March 5–8, 2013

US Pacific Command S&T
Conference

Hilton Hawaiian Village,
Honolulu, Hawaii

http://www.ndia.org/meetings/3540/Pages/default.
aspx

March 12–14, 2013

Behavior Representation
in Modeling Simulation
(BRiMS)

Drury Plaza Hotel, San
Antonio, Texas

http://brimsconference.org/

April 2–5, 2013

International Conference
on Social Computing,
Behavioral-Cultural
Modeling, & Prediction (SBP
2013)

University of California DC
Center, Washington, DC

http://sbp2013.org/

April 8–12, 2013

Simulation Interoperability
Standards Organization
(SISO)

Bahia Resort Hotel, San
Diego, CA

http://www.sisostds.org/

July 21–26, 2013

Human Computer
Interaction (HCI)
International 2013

Mirage Hotel, Las Vegas,
Nevada

http://www.hcii2013.org/
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